


UPC:              856581006319

SCC:              10856581006316              

Cases / Pallet:       60  ( 20 per Layer) 

Box Size:                11.4 x 5.70 x 4.90

Case Size:              12.25 x 10.5 x 7.88

Box/Case:               1

UPC:              856581006319

SCC:              10856581006316              

Cases / Pallet:       60  ( 20 per Layer ) 

Box Size:                11.4 x 5.70 x 4.90

Case Size:              12.25 x 10.5 x 7.88

Box/Case:               1

Measurements order: H x W x D

THE SPIRIT OF RACING

�e name Raceking is a nod to Kentucky’s storied horse- 
racing tradition. A fitting moniker for a thoroughbred 
bourbon. Its pedigree is outstanding, as were the 
conditions of its maturation — five distinct grains, 
three of which were expertly malted, aged in barrels 
toasted & charred the traditional way (with wood- 
fueled fire) by the master crasmen of Kelvin Cooperage. 
�e result is a bold, distinct whiskey worthy of a 
royal epithet.

GOING ALL IN

Craing a fine bourbon is always a gamble, especially 
if you want to do something bold and original. Rabbit 
Hole Founder Kaveh Zamanian has never been one 
to play it safe. Everyone fears failure. Kaveh, however, 
lets that fear drive him to be braver and more creative.  
To work harder, get inventive and take risks. For this 
edition of his Founder’s Collection those risks paid off. 
Raceking is an absolute stud.

DOUBLE CHOCOLATE MALT

For this limited-edition bourbon, Kaveh went 
all in on a distinctive chocolate-forward 
flavor. Sired from a one-of-a-kind mash bill 
featuring chocolate-malted wheat and 
chocolate-malted barley, and carefully aged 
in new American Oak barrels, Raceking’s 
deliciously unique taste will add welcome 
variety to any well-curated whiskey collection.

RACEKING FOUNDER’S COLLECTION
TASTING NOTES

�e double chocolate-malted grains make their presence known right out 
of the gate as a sweet scent of cocoa rushes forward flanked by aromas 
of brown sugar and toasted bread. Next comes a full field of warm, 
luxurious flavors, exciting your senses with hints of hazel, cinnamon 
spice, black cherry and tobacco. Raceking finishes strong down the 
stretch with earthy notes of wood and leather complimented by a delicious 
lingering chocolate.

UPC:              856581006364

SCC:              10856581006361              

Cases / Pallet:     60  ( 15 per Layer ) 

Box Size:                11.06 x 6.31 x 4.5

Case Size:              14.75 x 11.63 x 6.94

Box/Case:               3

SPECS
Proof / ABV:     109.2 / 54.6%

Mash Bill:          70% Corn, 13% Rye, 10% Malted
         Rye, 4% Chocolate Malted Wheat
          3% Chocolate Malted Barley

Entry Proof:     110

Barrel:                 Aged in #3, wood-fired, toasted &
                              charred new American Oak 

MSRP:         $295

 

AN UNBRIDLED BOURBON

Raceking holds nothing back. �is specially 
craed Kentucky Straight Bourbon is all-out 
Cask Strength. Not only does that mean a 
higher proof, but also a deeper, richer color, 
stronger nose and a bolder, more complex flavor 
profile. Cask Strength allows you to experience 
the full impact of the double chocolate-malted 
grains even as you appreciate the intricate 
blend of more subtle notes.


